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PART A 
1. The method of obtaining different mechanism by fixing different links of the same Cinematic chain is known as the 

inversion of mechanism. 
2. Leather, cotton or fabric, rubber, balata 
3. Distance between the centers of small end and big end of the connecting rod. 
4. There is some eccentricity between the axis of the follower and the centre of rotation of the cam 
5. It is the radial distance of a tooth from the pitch circle to the bottom of the tooth 

PART B 
        1.    Strength, cost,. reliability, shape, size, flexibility, friction, corrosion, service life, safety, Weight, control,                  
availability, surface finish, utility, thermal consideration, noise, Maintenance. 
        2. 

           

 3.    It should be capable of transmitting torque. 

It should be permit easy. connection and disconnection 

It should keep the perfect alignment of the two shaft. 

It should be safe from projecting parts. 

          4.       Consists of roller, bushes, pins, inner and outer plates. The outer row of plate has a pin fixed to it      (coupling 
link).The inner row of plate a bushing is fixed (roller link).The roller is made of hardened material and is ”free to turn on 
bushing. The pins are press fitted in the pin link and these pass through the bushings which are press fit in the roller link 
and a roller surrounds the bush. The roller turns freely on the bush and bush turns freely on the pin. The two ends of a 
chain are joined together by means of detachable connecting links. 

       5. Forces on the piston due to gas pressure and inertia of the reciprocating parts. Forces due to inertia of the 
connecting rod or inertia bending forces. Force due to friction of the piston rings and the piston. Force due to friction of 
the piston pin bearing and the crank pin bearing. 

  6.    It is the cylindrical portion of the piston. 

             Maximum thickness= t3= 0.03 D+ b+ 4.5 mm 

 B= radial depth of piston ring groove, taken as 0.44 mm larger than the radial thickness of                                                                                          
the piston ring,  

            t1=t1+ 0.4  

     =T3+ 0.03 D + t144.9 mm 
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          The piston wall thickness t4 towards the open end is decreased and should be taken as 

             0.25 t3 to 0.35 t3 

7. ” 
 Spur gear: teeth are straight and have cut parallel to the axis of rotation of the shaft. 
  Helical gears: teeth cut on the periphery are inclined to the axis of rotation of the shaft.  
 Herringbone gear: double helical gear; right hand helix and left hand helix. 
 Bevel gears: teeth cut on conical surfaces, transmitting power between intersecting shafts. 
 Worm gears: worm gear meshes with suitable threads or gear teeth of worm wheel. 

PART C 

III (a) 

 

 Only turning pairs. 
Two arms AL and BM are of equal length and are connected by hinge joints with front wheel axle at. A  and  B  respectively. The link  AB  
and  LM are of  unequal  length. The instantaneous centre lies  on a line parallel to rear axis approximately 0.3L. 

III (b)  

1) Depending up on the direction of load to he supported: 
 radial, 
  thrust.  
 

2)   Depending up on the nature of contact:  
 Sliding contact,  
 rolling contact  
 Sliding contact: Full journal, partial journal, fitted journal. 

3)     According to thickness of lubricant layer:  
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 thick film,  
 thin film,  
 zero film,  
 hydrostatic 

IV (a)  

 Diameter ratio k = = =0.4 

 Using strength equation  

    T= (1- ) 

    = x45x125 (1-0.4 ) 

    =16815497.4 Nmm 

    =16815497.4 x 10  Nm 

Using power equation  

Power transmitted by the shaft , P=  

     =
.  

     =176091 w =176.091 kw 
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IV (b) 

Used for drawing ellipse. Two pairs are turning pair and other two sliding pair,The fixed link 1 has two straight 
grooves cut in it, at right angles to each other. With the movement of the sliders any point C on the link 3  will trace an 
ellipse on a fixed plate 

                                  .    
V(a)   
 T=750x10  Nmm 
 
Consider shear strength of key T= l w   
 

Induced shear stress,  = = =48.08 N/  
 
Consider crushing strength of key  = ×  
 

=
4

 
 
Induced crushing stress, =1 44.23 N/mm - 144.23 MPa 
 

Since the induced stresses are less than permissible stress. Hence the length of the key is 
sufficient. 
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V (b) 
 

                           

Power transmitted through a number of pulleys. Pulley 1 drives pulley 2 and pulley 3.2 and 3 keyed on same shaft Pulley 3 drives 
pulley 4. Pulley 1 and 3 are the drivers and 2 and 4 are driven. 
 
Velocity ratio of compound belt drive is given by 
 

V.R = =  

V.R=   (  )
  (  )

 

=     
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VI (b)  

 TYPES OF KEYS: 
 
Keys are generally classified into two types, 

1. Sunk keys 
 Which require key way in both the shaft and hub.  

2. Saddle keys 
 Which require a key way in the hub only 

 
The various types of sunk keys are  
 

(a) Square and rectangular keys: These are strongest and most widely used keys. Square or 
flat keys may be of uniform cross-section or they may be slightly tapered (1 in 100) on 
their thickness. 
 

                       

 

(b) Gib head key is a taper rectangular sunk key fitted with p head to facilitate easy withdrawal. The 
taper is on the top of the key 

 

 

(c) Feather key: Feather key is used when relative axial motion is required between the components while 
transmitting the torque. It is fixed Into shaft by small cap screws. For double headed feather key (sliding 
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feather key), the key way must be extended to the end the shaft so that the gear or pulley can be slide on 
with the key in position 

 

     FEATHER KEY AND DOUBLE HEADED FEATHER KEY 

 

(d) Woodruff key: This is semi-circular in shape and fits a similar shaped key way .This key in particularly 
useful on tapered shafts as 10 is self-aligning 

 

 

(e) Round key: It is a circular pin and does not requires the accurate key way It is driven into the hole, drilled 
partly on shaft and partly in the hub.  It is used for light and medium loads. 

 

(f) Tangent Key Tangent keys are used for heavy duty and are h fitted in pair angles as in Fig. 2.18 (h). Each 
key is withstand torque in one direction only 
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 Saddle Keys: 

The two forms of saddle keys are  

(a) Hollow saddle key: This type requires key way in the hub and the underside of the key is curved to suit 
the shaft. Key is tapered and transmits torque by friction alone. Therefore it is suitable for light loads 

(b) Flat saddle key: This type requires a key way in hub and corresponding flat' on the shaft. It is also used 
for light loads, but it has a greater driving than saddle key. 

 

VII (b)  

 It should have enormous strength to withstand the high gas pressure and inertia force. Should have 
minimum mass. 

 Should form effective oil and gas sealing.  
 It should provide sufficient bearing area. 
 It should disperse the heat of combustion quickly. 
 It should have high speed reciprocation without noise. It should be of sufficient rigid construction 
 It should have sufficient support for the piston pin. 
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VIII (b) 

Designed as a strut and the Rankin’s formula is used. 

A connecting rod subjected to an axial load W may buckle with X axis as neutral (axis or Y axis as neutral axis. 
The connecting rod is considered like both ends hinged for buckling about X axis and both ends fixed for buckling about Y 
axis. A connecting rod should be equally strong in buckling about both the axis. Most suitable section is ‘I ‘section. 
    

                            

After deciding the proportions, its dimensions are determined by considering the buckling of the road about X axis 
and applying the Rankine’s formula. 

 
WB= Maximum gas force X factor of safety FS may be taken as 5 to 6 
 
 
 
IX (a)  
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X(a)  
 
 Using the relation for velocity ratio of gear drive 

= =
120
360

=
1
3

   = 3  

     
 
X(b) 

 The driver and driven gears are mounted an co axial shaft. 
 Rotated on same direction. 
 Less space requirement. 
 Used in Back gear of lathe, sliding gear box..etc 
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